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Leadership Implications of the Temperaments 
 
 
 

When Leading SJs When Leading SPs 
Clearly lay our your expectations in detail Don’t ask them to do a lot of planning 

Don’t ask them to brainstorm on the spot Focus in on the next action (what to do now) 
Create lots of systems, policies, and procedures Give them lots of freedom to fill in the details 
Give them time to process change Don’t waste a lot of airtime on theory 
Praise them for what doing what’s expected Give them deadlines before the deadline 
Be loyal Put them on high impact/risky projects 

Stick to your deadlines (and follow through) Give them space to play and have fun 
Don’t ask them to create from scratch Don’t put them on repetitive tasks 
Give them lots of opportunities to serve Speak to them in clear straightforward language 
Speak in clear, concrete, straightforward language Keep moving them around to new projects 
Don’t ask them to break the rules Use them on turnarounds 
Give them lots of data, proof, and details Don’t put many constraints on their performance 
Help them to be more optimistic Help them to live beyond the moment 

 
 
 

When Leading NTs When Leading NFs 
Don’t try to control them. Give them space to lead Praise. Praise. Praise. 
Communicate at a high intellectual level Praise. Praise. Praise. (i.e. feed their self-esteem) 

Use them for developing strategies and plans Remember they’re hyper sensitive to critique 
Make sure they’re working with competent people Don’t play games. Be real and honest. 

Give them general directions and let them fill in Connect with them on a relational level (be open) 
Put them in challenging situations and roles Use them to coach and help others 

Don’t assign them routine work Use them to sell (ideas or products) 
Give them a large education allowance Remember they use feelings to make decisions 
Use their natural abilities to see problems Don’t put them on projects all by themselves 

Learn to be a great debater Create opportunities for growth 
Let them win if their idea is better Reduce conflict as much as possible 

Don’t pull the rank or position card Call them on their exaggeration  
Let them know that their work matters Use them to build teams (love collaboration) 
Communicate like a lawyer with them Always have their back (i.e. don’t betray) 

Help them to see how they affect others Help them to deal with things they don’t want to 

 
 
 


